
A set of transformative communication tools that 
help non-native speakers in facilitating cross cultural 
communication

Talkney

What’s the problem?

Who is User ?

Painpoint :

Why they can't understand and use ?

How do non -native speakers learn slang Now ?

Colloquialism (Idioms and slangs ) are non inform language that are largely used in daily conversation between 
native speaker, for non native speaker first coming to usa and who only learn formal english in textbook, it is 
challenging which makes them hard to keep up with cross culture conversation because, at the same time, there 
is no effective way for native speaker to study these phrases.

How might we help non-native speakers learn slangs effectively 
through daily conversations?
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Brainstorming & Ideation

We want to use 

 to 

 

and provide the meaning and 
explanation of it.

voice recognition recognize 
the slang used in ongoing 
conversation

“We have decided to explore using the  
as a key touchpoint to display translation content. 

This is a  way compared to 

other smart devices such as phones and earphones.”

 Smart Watch

more socially acceptable

 Uncomfortable using the phone all the tim

 A quick glance at the watch

 No time to go through a lot of informatio

 No need to display info like pictures and emoji in 
the watch because  you already have the contex

 It is not engaging to practice with a robo

 The habit of recognition.

We found 29 users for initial testing to determine the best touchpoints.

200 questionnaires were actually sent, and 137 valid questionnaires.

Insights from sprint 1:

Prototype Sprint I: Paper prototype

It is socially acceptable to look at your watch 


especially if it is in an cross culture environment 

89%

“ I won’t even notice if you have a look at your watch “

According to survey

Mobile phone Smart Watch

Storyboard

Final Optimized Output

Touchpoint 1: Moblie Phone

Touchpoint 2: Smart Watch

Hot Potato?

It is so lit?

Crack me up? So slay?

03
Hard to build up connection 
between its literal meaning 
and actual meaning because 
of its low transparency and 
culture difference.

0201
Hard to understand and grasp the usage 
due to 

 and the understanding 
and largely rely on the context.

its flexibility and variation in 
different context

To effectively use slangs and idioms, one 
must not only understand their literal 
meanings but also the emotional undertones 
they convey. These types of words are often 
referred to as , The 
difference between emotional undertones 
and literal meanings 

"emotionally colorful"

is not conducive to 
people's memory and quick response

 Even if she can spell, read, and identify  them easily. It is challenging for her to 
, and 

 After the conversation is over, 
 and 

quickly 
understand slang during a conversation not use it confidently or accurately

it is easy to forget the slang words generated in the 
process cannot consolidate the learning

Touchpoint #2

Users can 
 for slang 

expressions and scenarios on 
the app platform.

solidify their learning 
by creating entries

Namesake is an international 
graduate student from Indonesia , 
this is my first time going to USA .

She is an non native speaker and only 
learn formal english in text book. 

Framework flow

Evaluations & Further User Testing

Hard to connect Emotional undertones Context flexibility

Current methods non-native speakers use to study slang and idioms but most of them are not very effective.

Pros

Cons

Measurement

Online DictionaryAPP Real conversation TV show, social media

Challenge Opportunity

1. Conform to the timeliness of slang: 

The dictionary needs to be updated in time to 
ensure that the slang used is in line with the current 
cultural environment.

2. Understanding and translation of slang:

In the process of cultural collision, it is difficult to 
perfectly translate it into an appropriate meaning in 
another language.

3. Conversations flow quickly and Fast-talking:

Users need to quickly understand the meaning of 
slang and respond quickly. However, most products 
on the market cannot achieve this function.

Users can act as database builders and 
providers

Turn the conversation process into a key 
scene for users to learn slang, which is 
more memorable.

How might we 

How might we 

help non-native speakers quickly understand 

slang, colloquialisms and idioms in conversation? 



extend the learning scenarios for non-native 

speakers to reinforce these?

what are non-native speaker suffering from ?

Conversation 


process

Focused listening and 

understanding

Think about how 

to respond

Recall what slang was 

used in the 

conversation just now

 "I can't remember at all.

 "I'm not sure if I remember correctly.

 "I searched and learned from various 

channels, and some of them were not found."

doing thinking fellingstage

 "I didn't understand. Would it be 

embarrassing if I asked again?

 "I asked several times, but I couldn't 

understand what the other party meant."

 "I don't understand how should I respond?

 "Can I use a slang term I learned once?"

After the 


conversation

 “This makes me feel frustrated.

 “I feel hard to fix into the local culture.”

 “I want to be part of the conversation but it is so hard to.”

 “I want to know what my native speaker friends are 

laughing at and make sound humorous and by using.

 "It takes a lot of energy to listen attentively"

 “I don’t know what they mean and i feel in-confident 

using them.

 "I didn't even get a chance to express it."

You can not have your cake 
and eat it, too?

9:41

So Slay

Customized Sticker

Slay  adj.

34674 Stories All Popular

Edit Sticker

To succeed at something in a particularly 
impressive or dominant way.

Judy L.

13822092

authentic authentic authentic

192

The Croissant is so slay

Kristina T.

Yeah, it is killing it 

/sleɪ/

Home Explore Exercise My Watch

9:41

Judy L.

The Croissant is so slay

so slay /sleɪ/

To succeed at something in a 
particularly impressive or 
dominant way.

Home Explore Exercise My Watch

Scenario

Avatar

Add my answer...

Cafe Library Office Classroom Shopping Travel

Come through with 
flying colors?
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so slay /sleɪ/

To succeed at something in a 
particularly impressive or 
dominant way.

Home Explore Exercise My Watch

Scenario

Avatar

Add my answer...
Scene

Watch: learn phrases from

real life conversation and retain and 
review from home

We designed two brand new design system and layouts for mobile and watch. when users using the app on apple watch, they could record the conversation 
and we’ll recognize the phrases to help them understand the context.

App: Customized Sticker helping better recall App: Scenario based and interactive immersive 
learning 

Post story after hearing from

Exercise by answering other 

 You can use the most intuitive
 Active thinking
 This can help better recall 

My Phrases My Activities

9:41

234 phrasesFilter

keep me in the loop
Become nervous and uncertain

Slack off
being lazy

Take a rain check
defer or reschedule something

keep me in the loop
Become nervous and uncertain

cold turkey
Become nervous and uncertain

two peas in a pod
Become nervous and uncertain

rabbit hole
Become nervous and uncertain

Home Explore Exercise My Watch
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To succeed at something in a particularly 
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Judy L.

The Croissant is so slay

Kristina T.

Yeah, it is killing it 

/sleɪ/

Home Explore Exercise My Watch

34674 Stories All Popular
Edit Sticker

Judy L.

What's  that 
new club downtown? Is it 
any good?

the deal with

Kristina T.

Oh man, that place is 
lit! The music is 
banging and the vibe is 
on point."
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Outcome# Touchpoint 1

Outcome# Touchpoint 2

Research Questions
 Does looking down at the smart watch while using this product disrupt the conversation flow
 How does the product affect conversations of different sizes?


Methodology:

Number of tests: 30 groups (15 groups with 2-3 people, 15 groups with more than 3 people)

Results:

 No disruption was observed in conversations with more than 3 people, but in 2 out of 15 tests with 2-3 people, participants reported some disruption.

Conclusion: 

There is a 13% probability of conversation disruption when using the product in conversations with 2-3 people, but it does not affect conversations with more 
than 3 people.

Problem 1: The process of editing and uploading user-generated content is too complex.
 Goal: Simplify the app's learning process for users and make it easy for them to establish a phrase context.
 Solution: Simplify the operation process, allow users to see the steps clearly, and be aware of their progress.



Problem 2: The publishing process is mainly focused on typing, which is not conducive to oral practice.
 Goal: Help users establish a learning habit that focuses on listening and speaking.
 Solution: Change the process of publishing stories and responding to dialogue exercises to voice input, while automatically converting it to text for easy 

reading.



Problem 3: Users cannot quickly add their newly learned phrases to the app if they didn't recognize them from the smartwatch
  Goal: Make it more convenient for users to add new phrases.
 Solution: Add a function on the homepage for users to add new phrases.



Problem 4: Users have difficulty in clearly identifying phrases displayed on the smartwatch within a short period of time.
 Goal: Optimize the interface and create the most suitable display format for users' understanding.
 Solution: Based on the frequency of phrases appearing in users' conversations, we will use a larger font size for currently appearing phrases and a smaller 

font size for historical phrases, and scroll up and down in real-time according to the captured content to make it easier to identify currently appearing words.

Problem 5: It takes users too long to understand the meaning of real-time displayed phrases during conversations, which affects the continuity of the dialogue

 Goal: Shorten the time users spend understanding the meaning of phrases during conversations.
 Solution: Add a function for users to set the language of the explanation, so that they can quickly understand the meaning through their mother tongue.

New Design Point 1: How to promote interaction between users? 

Using scenarios as the learning topic, focus on learning through two entry points: random conversation exercises and exploring scenarios.



New Design Point 2: How to motivate users to actively create scene stories?

 Solution
 Encourage users to create visual phrase stories, visualize the progress of user story creation, and ensure ease of operation
 After the user completes the progress, reward them to start a new scene for learning.



New Design Point 3: How to increase the database of conversation exercises? 

Utilize AI technology to generate conversations for users to practice in the community around the phrases collected, not just relying on user-provided context. AI 
can also derive context to ensure the quantity of the database.

My role focuses on the iterative part of the entire project. At this stage, we conduct an in-depth analysis of the 
product's feasibility, user experience, and ethic.

Researching product usage scenarios.

Researching the effectiveness of functional logic and UI design.

Researching the product system

By  through the watch, 
we can help users identify and understand them 
promptly during conversations.

capturing slangs in real-time

Touchpoint #1

What’s the Solution?

Design Process

 Third-person perspective. Not 
in conversational manne

 Be attracted by the plot rather 
than focus on learnin

 No repetition and limited 
exposure

 Inability to grasp meaning 
quickl

 Inability to repeatedly question 
the interlocuto

 Time limit, not always available

 Limited example sentence
 Texts are hard to rea
 Lack of participatio
 Limited amount hard to build up

 video
 picture
 Multiple reference reilabilty

 Attractiv
 Close to lif
 Vivid Contexts and Scenes

 Engagin
 Learn and apply immediately

 User generated conten
 Users can vote for meanings

 Limited example sentence
 Scenario is missin
 Limited amount hard to build up

EfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiencyEfficiency

MemorizableMemorizableMemorizableMemorizable

UnderstandingUnderstandingUnderstandingUnderstanding

EngagementEngagementEngagementEngagement

Register

Home Log in

Explore

Exercise

My watch

My phrases Start Identifying Collect

Language

Sign out

Setting

Stop

History

Explore Scenario

Scenario

Log in

Chat

History

Trending phrases

Search phrases

Build stories

My activities

Add new phrases

Phrases info

My Posts

See all reponses

All Scenario

My Comments

Add my answer

Add emotion

Add scenario

Voice Post 

example sentences

Apple watch conection

Iteration

I.

II.

III.

Recognizing 

Show

Selecting Scenario

Tap
Tap Language 

Choosing Emoji

Simplified Interface 

Having all the steps on 
one screen can make it 
look overly complex and 
cluttered

Clear Progress Display

Choose emotions Choose scene Voice input Post

 Simplified the process of capturing and displaying slang term

 Provided users with the option of native language explanations to accelerating their 
comprehension speed during conversations

 Simplifying the process of creating slang terms, made it easier and more user-friendly, which has led to 
increased engagement and reduced time required to create a term.

 Streamlined the process with voice recognition, which reinforces slang learning with speaking.

 Introducing new scene-based learning sections to enhance user engagement and retention

 Incorporating gamified scene-based levels to encourage users to create a visual slang library and increase 
engagement.

Introducing a new gamified 
feature for scene-based learning.

Explore

 The app motivates users to actively 
learn slangs in various scenarios 
through scene-based topics.

 As users create more slang terms, they 
can make progress and unlock new 
scenes for learning.
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Trends
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We finally received 50+ feedback, We not only got 
valuable feedback on the design solution but also 
learned about some constraints and  future directions 
for advancement.

“Really great motivation for designing this app. I can 
see a lot of people, both native and non-native 
speakers! I could see generational groups using this as 
well to understand new slang.”

“This will help immigrant better fix in the society”

Panel 1: Ming is chatting with her local friends 
in English but suddenly gets confused about 
a slang word one of them used. Panel 2: Ming glances at her smartwatch 

and easily finds the meaning of the slang 
word displayed on her smartwatch.

Panel 3: Knowing what this means Ming 
confidently continues the conversation 
with her friends, feeling included and 
engaged in the discussion.

Panel 5: Ming recalls how her friends 
used the word in context and create a 
short video or audio clip to share with her 
language learning community on the app. 

Panel 4: After the conversation, Ming turns 
on her phone and looks up the watch on 
Talkney app to grab the recognized word 
and find detailed explanations and other 
examples of how to use slang.

Panel 6: Ming continues to learn new 
slang words and phrases through her 
language learning app and community.
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